QuakerPress of FGC produces books, pamphlets, First Day School
resources, and ebooks that nurture individual Friends and Quaker
meetings.

Together, we...

Visit FGCquaker.org/quakerpressfgc to see QuakerPress' best
known titles.
Each summer, the annual FGC Gathering offers a week of worship,
workshops, and events for all ages. This year's theme is Ripples Start
Where Spirit Moves.
Visit FGCquaker.org/fgcgathering to view updates for the FGC
Gathering during the year.

worship

QuakerFinder is a searchable online directory of Quaker meetings
and worship groups across the United States and Canada. This resource
helps Friends and seekers locate a Quaker meeting near them.
Visit QuakerFinder.org to find your nearest Quaker meeting or
add your listing.
The annual spring Young Clerks Training helps clerks of the
Gathering High School and Young Adult Friends Programs gain handson experience and deep insight into leadership and the Business
Meeting process.

learn

Visit FGCquaker.org/yct to learn more about the training.
The Yearly Meeting Visitors program sends volunteers from FGC to
the annual sessions of our affiliated Yearly Meetings. Visitors seek to
engage and inform members of the Yearly Meeting about what is
happening at FGC and bring what they have seen and heard about the
Yearly Meeting back to FGC.
Visit FGCquaker.org/ymvisitors to learn about this important
ongoing partnership.
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and grow.

Friends General Conference, with Divine guidance,
nurtures the spiritual vitality of the Religious Society
of Friends by providing programs and services for
individual Friends, meetings, and people interested in
the Quaker path.
Discover FGC's year-round services for Friends and their meetings!

__________________________________________________________
The Ministry on Racism program empowers individual Friends and
Quaker meetings to challenge racism in their communities by learning
about the roots of white supremacy; building racial diversity and
awareness through year-round learning opportunities; and worshiping
together around the issues arising from the impact of racism.
Visit FGCquaker.org/challengeracism to learn how you can help your
meeting challenge racism.
The Spiritual Deepening program is designed to invite small groups
of people, both Quakers and Newcomers, to build community inperson and online; explore how Quaker spiritual practice can
transform lives; and go deeper into the life of Spirit together.
Visit FGCquaker.org/spiritualdeepening to deepen your spiritual
journey.
The Quaker Cloud is a web toolkit supporting Quaker community,
processes, and outreach that has helped over 160 Quaker meetings,
yearly meetings, and organizations develop their web presence by
providing: an easy to build and maintain website; a Minute Manager
to archive, search, and share meeting minutes; and a secure, private
meeting directory for attenders and members.
Visit QuakerCloud.org to explore the Quaker Cloud and try it FREE
until September 30th, 2017.

QuakerBooks & More is a ministry of Friends General Conference
that serves Quakers, Quaker meetings, and interested individuals
who are spiritually curious through print and electronic books
representing the vitality and diversity of the Quaker experience;
sustainably-sourced products that promote a more simple, natural
lifestyle; and book consignments for quarterly meetings, peace fairs,
retreats, conferences, and other events.
Visit QuakerBooks.org to browse QuakerBooks & More’s online
store and view its hours of operation.
The Friends Meeting House Fund (FMHF) nurtures accessibility
and environmental sustainability through loans and grants for
Quaker meetings. Meetings can apply for a loan to buy or build a
new meeting house, request a green grant for improvements to
reduce environmental impact, or apply for a General Improvement
Grant to cover the cost of repairs and accessibility improvements.
For more information, email Lee Meinicke, FGC’s Fiscal and Property
Manager, at leem@fgcquaker.org.
Faith and Play™ is a Montessori-inspired approach to religious
education that helps children find words and images for expressing
their experiences of holy mystery and wonder in their lives. Trainings
for Faith and Play™ teachers are available through FGC.
Visit FGCquaker.org/faith-and-play to learn more about Faith
and Play™.
As the home of FGC’s interfaith and ecumenical work, the Christian
and Interfaith Relations Committee (CIRC) builds greater
understanding across Christian and other faith traditions and
represents FGC at interdenominational and interfaith events.
Visit FGCquaker.org/circ to learn more about CIRC and its work.

